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PHYSICAL REVIEW B 1 JUNE 1997-IVOLUME 55, NUMBER 21
Inelastic neutron scattering in single-crystal YbInCu4

J. M. Lawrence
University of California, Irvine, California 92697

S. M. Shapiro
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973

J. L. Sarrao and Z. Fisk
National High Magnetic Field Laboratory, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 32306

~Received 2 December 1996!

We have measured the momentum and energy dependence of the spin fluctuations in the low-temperature
mixed-valent state and the high-temperature integral-valent state of YbInCu4, using flux-grown single crystals
and a triple axis spectrometer. The magnetic scattering can be fit with a Lorentzian power spectrum, with
positions and halfwidths equalE0

152.3 meV andG151.8 meV in the high-temperature state at 50 K and
E0

2540.2 meV andG2512.3 meV in the low-temperature state at 20 K. Within the experimental uncertain-
ties, the line shape as a function of energy transfer~i.e., the power spectrum! does not depend on momentum
transferQ. The static susceptibilityx(Q) is no more than 10% larger at the zone boundary than at zone center
for the @1,0,0# direction. The results compare reasonably well to the predictions of the Anderson impurity
model and to earlier measurements on polycrystalline samples.@S0163-1829~97!04121-0#
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INTRODUCTION

The compound YbInCu4 exhibits a first-order phase tran
sition atTs540 K ~Refs. 1 and 2! that is similar to thea-g
transition in cerium metal.3 At high temperature the materia
is nearly trivalent, with localized paramagnetic 4f electrons;
at low temperature, it becomes a mixed-valent Pauli pa
magnet. The density changes by 0.5% at the transition,
conventional x-ray diffraction studies suggest that there is
change in the cubic~C15b! structure. Recently, we hav
found that large single crystals can be grown by precipitat
from liquid InCu flux.4 Structural refinement, using neutron
diffraction data from a spallation neutron source, shows t
these crystals are more highly ordered than the polycrys
used in past studies and confirms that the ground-state s
ture isC15b.5 Given the high quality of these crystals, an
given that YbInCu4 provides an excellent example for stud
ing the physics of mixed-valence and of first-order valen
transitions, we have begun a thorough characterization
this and related compounds.

The focus of the present paper is inelastic-magnetic n
tron scattering. Our main goal is to use the single crysta
test for anyQ dependence of the dynamical susceptibili
Existing work6 on polycrystals, utilizing time-of-flight mea
surements with maximum energy transfer of 50 me
showed that in the low-temperature mixed-valent state
scattering exhibits a broad maximum centered near 40 m
while at high temperature, a scattering maximum occurs n
3 meV. The former energy represents the large character
energy of the mixed-valent state; the high-temperature s
tering was interpreted as arising from crystal-field leve
Herein we report a study of the inelastic scattering from
single crystal, for which we used a triple-axis spectrome
and extended the study to higher-energy transfer~65 meV!.
Most past studies~e.g., Ref. 7! of inelastic scattering in
550163-1829/97/55~21!/14467~6!/$10.00
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mixed-valent compounds utilized polycrystals, and hen
were not designed to study the fullQ ~momentum! depen-
dence of the scattering. Use of a single crystal enables u
test very general ideas about mixed-valent compounds
particular that the scattering is from highly localized sp
fluctuations, with very littleQ dependence and with nearl
Lorentzian line shape.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The samples were high-quality single crystals grown
precipitation from InCu flux, as described earlier.4 The crys-
tal was faceted, of irregular shape, and of approximate v
ume 0.5 cm3 with a uniform mosaic of order 0.3°. The mag
netic susceptibility of a crystal of YbInCu4 taken from the
same growth batch and measured in a superconducting q
tum interference device~SQUID! magnetometer is shown in
Fig. 1~a!. The absence of a low-temperature ‘‘Curie tail
and the fact that the transition at 40 K is very sharp, attest
the quality of these crystals. The sample was oriented so
the @011̄# direction was vertical and the@100# and @011# di-
rections were in the scattering plane. It was mounted i
closed-cycle He refrigerator, and mounted on the H8 trip
axis spectrometer at the High-Flux-Beam reactor
Brookhaven National Laboratory. For smaller energy tra
fer, we operated with a fixed final-energyEf514.7 meV, a
collimation of 408-408-808-808, and a pyrolytic graphite~PG!
filter after the sample; the resolution as measured by
full-width at half maximum~FWHM! of the elastic line was
of order 1–1.5 meV, depending on momentum transfer.
determine the temperature dependence of the lattice con
we measured the~2,0,0! reflection and fit it to a Gaussia
line shape to determine the peak position in reciprocal sp
for this we used a collimation of 208-208-208-208. For larger
energy transfer we utilized a fixed final energyEf530.5
14 467 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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14 468 55LAWRENCE, SHAPIRO, SARRAO, AND FISK
meV and a collimation of 408-408-408-808, again with a PG
filter; here, the elastic line showed a FWHM of 3–3.5 me
Most studies were performed at fixed momentum trans
the values ofQ given in the figures are expressed in units
2p/a0. Scattering intensities in Figs. 2–7 are given for fix
monitor count~stated in the ordinate label! of incident neu-
trons. The absorption length of YbInCu4 at the wavelengths
used in these experiments is 1 cm or more, comparable t
somewhat larger than the sample dimensions. From stu
of how the absorption changed with sample angle we e
mate that the effect of absorption on the magnetic line sha
reported below is less than 10%.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The lattice constant of YbInCu4 as a function of tempera
ture is shown in Fig. 1~b!. The data forT<38 K andT>42 K
reproduce on warming~closed circles! and cooling ~open
circles!; the two-phase region extends over 3–4 K and
centered atTs540 K. The lattice constant shows a discon
nuity at the transition of 0.165%, so that the discontinuity
density is 0.5%.

Figure 2~a! shows the scattering in the low- and hig
temperature phases for energy transferE<10 meV and at a
small momentum transfer@Q5~1.5,0,0!# for which the scat-
tering should be primarily magnetic. At 50 K~T.Ts! in
addition to the elastic peak centered atE50 the scattering
shows a peak atE'2.5 meV; on transforming to the low
temperature state, this peak disappears, and only backgr

FIG. 1. ~a! The dc susceptibility of YbInCu4, measured in a
SQUID magnetometer. The open circles give the static suscep
ity deduced from the neutron scattering measurements~Figs. 3 and
4!; these are scaled to equal the dc susceptibility at 100 K.~b! The
lattice constant of YbInCu4 vs temperature, deduced from the tem
perature dependence of the position inQ of the ~2,0,0! reflection.
.
r;
f
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ti-
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scattering is observed. Figure 2~b! shows the scattering a
lower resolution, and for larger energy transfer. Here
momentum transfer@Q5~3.5,0,0!# is such that a phonon
peak is observed atE'15 meV at both 20 and 50 K. The
inelastic scattering observed at 50 K for energy transfeE
,10 meV is again observed to disappear at low temperat
being replaced by a broad feature centered near 40 m
These results are similar to those observed earlier6 in poly-
crystalline samples.

The observed scatteringI obs is a sum of the magnetic
scatteringImag, phonon scattering, background and multip
scattering, and elastic scattering nearE50. However, only
the magnetic scattering is expected to change at the fi
order phase transition which occurs atTs540 K. Further-
more, for the small momentum transfer used for the hig
resolution study@Fig. 2~a!# the phonon scattering should b
small; and for the lower resolution study@Fig. 2~b!# the pho-
non peak atE515 meV is well defined, and does not chan
significantly when the temperature increases from 20 to
K. Hence, by subtracting the low-temperature data from
high-temperature data we should to a good approxima
eliminate all but the magnetic terms:

Imag~E;Q;T
1!2Imag~E;Q;T

2!'I obs~E;Q;T
1!

2I obs~E;Q;T
2!,

~1!

il- FIG. 2. Scattering intensity vs energy transferE for YbInCu4 in
the low-temperature state~open circles! and in the high-temperature
state~closed circles!. In ~a! the data were collected at fixed fina
energyEf514.7 meV and for momentum transferQ5~1.5,0,0! and
the intensity is for fixed monitor count of 453106; in ~b!, Ef

530.5 meV andQ5~3.5,0,0! and the fixed monitor count is
153106. ~Throughout the paper,Q is given in units of 2p/a0 and
intensities are given for fixed monitor count.!
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55 14 469INELASTIC NEUTRON SCATTERING IN SINGLE- . . .
whereT1.Ts andT
2,Ts . We then assume that the ma

netic scattering intensity at any temperature obeys the
lowing relation:

Imag~E;Q;T!5Ax~Q!@n~E;T!11# f 2~Q!E P~E;T!,
~2!

whereA is an overall scale factor,x~Q! is the static suscep
tibility, @n(E;T)11# is the detailed balance factor, an
f 2(Q) is the Yb 4f form factor. For the normalized powe
spectrum we assume the form

P~E;T!5~G/2p!„$1/@E2E0!
21G2#%

1$1/@~E1E0!
21G2#…%; ~3!

this is a commonly used8 functional form to analyze the in
elastic scattering of mixed-valent compounds. In the lim
Q→0 the static susceptibilityx~Q! should vary withT pro-
portional to the dc susceptibilityxdc(T); the inelastic peak

FIG. 3. The scattering intensity vs energy transfer in the hi
temperature state for three temperatures~50, 100, and 250 K!; the
low-temperature data are treated as background and subtracte
to give the magnetic scattering. The final energy is 14.7 meV
the momentum transfer isQ5~1.5,0,0!. The solid lines correspond
to least squares fits to a Lorentzian power spectrum@Eqs.~1!–~3!#
centered atE0 and with a width~HWHM! G. The fits give the
following values: at 50 K,E0

152.3 meV andG151.8 meV; at 100
K, E0

152.2 meV andG151.9 meV, and at 250 K,E0
151.4 meV

andG152.9 meV.~In these fits the values for the low-temperatu
state were fixed atE0

2540 meV andG2512 meV.! The fit values
for the Lorentzian amplitudes are plotted in Fig. 1~a! as open
circles, scaled to the dc susceptibility at 100 K.
l-

t

positionE0 and the linewidthG have different values in the
low- and high-temperature phases. As discussed below,
degree to which these three parameters depend onQ is a
measure of the spatial correlation of the spin fluctuatio

-

off,
d

FIG. 4. ~a! The difference between the scattering intensity in t
low-temperature~20 K! and high-temperature~100 K! states. The
final energy is 30.5 meV and the momentum transfer is~3.5,0,0!.
The solid line corresponds to a least-squares fit to Eqs.~1!–~3!
where the parameters for the high-temperature state are fixe
E0

152.2 meV andG151.9 meV; for the low-temperature stat
they areE0

1540.2 meV andG1512.3 meV.~b! The normalized
power spectrumP(E) predicted by Kuramoto and Mu¨ller-
Hartmann~KMH ! ~Ref. 14! for an Anderson impurity~solid sym-
bols! plotted in units of the Kondo temperature. The solid cur
demonstrates that a Lorentzian gives a good approximation to
predictedP(E).

FIG. 5. The scattering intensity vs energy transfer in the hi
temperature state~100 K! for several values of momentum transf
Q and for fixed final energy 14.7 meV. The scattering is essenti
independent ofQ.
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14 470 55LAWRENCE, SHAPIRO, SARRAO, AND FISK
In Fig. 3 we present fits to the low-energy transfer d
obtained at fixed final energyEf514.7 meV; in Fig. 4 we fit
the data forEf530.5 meV. The solid symbols in Fig.
represent I obs(T

1)2I obs(T
2) where T2520 K and T1

550, 100, and 250 K.@In Fig. 4 we plot I obs(T
2)

2I obs(T
1).# The lines represent least-squares fits

Imag(T
1)2Imag(T

2) based on Eqs.~2! and~3!; we have con-
voluted Eq.~2! with a Gaussian to account for the instrume
tal resolution and the known variation of the spectrome
resolution withEf , Q, andE. The fits give the following
values: at 20 K,E0

2540.2 meV andG2512.3 meV; at 50 K,
E0

152.3 meV andG151.8 meV; at 100 K,E0
152.2 meV

and G151.9 meV; and at 250 K,E0
151.4 meV andG1

52.9 meV. ~The 1/2 superscripts refer to the high- an
low-temperature phases.! The other parameters of the fit a
the values ofAx(Q) at the four temperatures 20, 50, 10
and 250 K; these are plotted in Fig. 1~a!, where the values
have been scaled so thatx(Q)5xdc at 100 K; the values of
x(Q) clearly vary proportionally to the dc susceptibility
Given the statistics, we do not intend to exaggerate the
gree to which Eqs.~2! and~3! fit the data; nevertheless, it i
clear that the proposed Lorentzian power spectrum give
adequate representation of the data and allows for extrac
of meaningful values of the peak positions and linewidths
the low- and high-temperature phases.

We next turn to theQ dependence of the scattering.

FIG. 6. The difference between the scattering intensity in
low-temperature state~20 K! and the high-temperature state~100
K! for momentum transferQ at three different locations in the
Brillouin zone. The final energy is fixed at 30.5 meV. The scatter
is nearly independent ofQ.
a

r

-
r
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Fig. 5 we show the observed scattering in the hig
temperature state for four differentQ in two different direc-
tions in reciprocal space~@1,0,0# and @0,1,1#!; for theseQ
and the given range of energy transfer, the observed sca
ing is dominated by the magnetic scattering. Minor var
tions in the scattering can be accounted for by the decre
of the form factor with increasingQ, the uncertainty due to
absorption effects, and statistical uncertainty. Apart fro
this, the magnetic scattering in the high-temperature stat
independent ofQ, both in intensity and in its energy depen
dence.

In Fig. 6 we exhibit the magnetic scatteringImag(T
2)

2Imag(T
1) found by application of Eq.~1! ~with opposite

sign!, and as determined at lower resolution over a broa
range of energy transfer, for three directions in the Brillou
zone. We note that the~3.5,0,0! point is halfway between the
zone center and zone boundary along@1,0,0#; the
~2.5,2.5,2.5! point is at the@1,1,1# zone boundary and the
~0,2.75,2.75! point lies at the@0,1,1# zone boundary. In this
plot, the broad peak near 40 meV is due to the lo
temperature magnetic scattering, while the negative pea

e

g

FIG. 7. ~a! The scattering intensity vs energy transfer in t
low-temperature state near zone center@Q53.9,0,0!# and at the
zone boundary@Q5~3,0,0!# for the @1,0,0# direction; the scattering
at 100 K is given to indicate the nonmagnetic background.~b! The
scattering intensity at fixed energy transferE545 meV ~corre-
sponding to the peak intensity in part a! vs q where the momentum
transfer isQ5(42q,0,0) in units of 2p/a0. The solid circles give
the scattering in the low-temperature state; the crosses give
high-temperature scattering~representing the background!, and the
open circles give the magnetic scattering, taken as the differe
between the low- and high-temperature scattering. The solid lin
a least-square fit for theQ dependence of the magnetic scatterin
~The final energy is fixed at 30.5 meV in this plot.!
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55 14 471INELASTIC NEUTRON SCATTERING IN SINGLE- . . .
low energy is due to the high-temperature scattering. I
clear that the scattering is very similar at all threeQ. There is
a slight decrease in intensity forQ5~2.5,2.5,2.5!, which can
be accounted for by the decrease in magnetic form facto
thisQ; otherwise, we again assert that, within the uncerta
ties due to absorption effects and the counting statistics,
scattering is independent ofQ, both in its energy dependenc
and its intensity.

To examine this more closely, we show in Fig. 7~a! the
scattering in the low-temperature state near zone ce
@Q5~3.9,0,0!# and at the zone boundary@Q5~3,0,0!# along
the@1,0,0# direction; the scattering at 100 K andQ5~3.5,0,0!
is shown to demonstrate the level of background scatter
As in Fig. 6 there is no variation of the energy depende
@i.e., of the power spectrumP(E;T)# with Q; however, there
does appear to be a significant increase in the peak inte
of the scattering~nearE545 meV! at the zone boundary
along @1,0,0# which would reflect an increase in the sta
susceptibilityx(Q). However, some of this apparent increa
is due to variation in the background scattering withQ. This
is shown in Fig. 7~b!, where we present results for the pe
intensity, as measured at a fixed energy transferE545 meV,
as a function ofQ along the@1,0,0# direction. At eachQ we
again subtract the high-temperature~background! scattering
from the low-temperature data, and plot the resulting lo
temperature magnetic scattering as open circles; the s
line is at least-square fit to the data points. The scatte
increases by a factor of 1.37 from zone center@Q5~4,0,0!# to
zone boundary@Q5~3,0,0!# of which a factor of 1.23 is due
to the larger form factorf 2(Q) at the smallerQ. Hence.
there may be a weak~10%! increase inx(Q) from zone
center to zone boundary along@1,0,0#.

DISCUSSION

The degree to whichx(Q) andP(E) depend onQ is a
measure of the static and dynamic spatial correlations of
spin fluctuations. AQ-dependence characteristic of antife
romagnetic correlations has been observed in several h
fermion compounds that are close to the trivalent limit a
that have small~1–10 K! values for the characteristi
~Kondo! temperatureTK .

9 For mixed-valent compound
with largeTK , most experimental studies ofx9(Q;E) have
been performed in polycrystals~e.g., Ref. 7!, where theQ
dependence cannot be determined. Theoretical studies o
Anderson lattice based on the random-phase approximati10

or variational treatments11 exhibit considerableQ depen-
dence in bothx(Q) andP(E), arising from interband tran
sitions across a gap that is predicted to arise fromf -
conduction electron hybridization. For small hybridization
peak in x(Q) is expected at the zone boundary; a zo
boundary peak observed in TmSe has been interpreted in
manner.9 Studies12 of the one-dimensional Anderson lattic
at half-filling ~for which a ‘‘Kondo insulator’’ state occurs!
show that the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida correlatio
observed for the symmetric~nearly integral valent! case dis-
appear for the asymmetric mixed-valent case~where the 4f
level is near or at the Fermi level!. An alternative assumption
often made for mixed-valent compounds is that the spin fl
tuations in mixed-valent compounds follow the predictio
for a Kondo/Anderson impurity,13 and hence should b
highly local, with littleQ dependence beyond that given b
is
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the Q variation of the form factor. The ground-state lin
shape for P(E) predicted by Kuramoto and
Müller-Hartmann14 ~KMH ! using the Anderson model i
shown in Fig. 4~b! as the filled symbols. The power functio
is very nearly Lorentzian: the solid line represents the fo

P~E!}1/$~2sinaTK!21~E21.15TK!2%, ~4!

where sina5sin@pnf /(2J11)#'0.31 for YbInCu4 where J
5 7

2 and the Yb 4f hole occupation number~as determined1

from L3 x-ray absorption! is nf'0.8.
For YbInCu4, a Lorentzian power spectrum gives an a

equate description of the data, and within the uncertaint
there is noQ dependence ofP(E). Furthermore, while
x(Q) appears to be larger at the zone boundary than at z
center, the effect is small~10%!, so that the spin fluctuation
are very nearly localized. We note, however, that the
served ratio of the linewidth to the peak position (G/E0
512.3/40.250.31) is somewhat smaller than that of Eq.~4!
(2sin/1.1550.54).

We also point out the consistency with the earlier wor6

performed in polycrystals. In that study, a time-of-flig
spectrometer was employed; by summing the data for a n
ber of detectors spanning a range of angles~and henceQ!
relatively good count rates and statistics were obtained.
correctness of this procedure is reinforced by our observa
of the lack of significantQ dependence. The ground-sta
line shape was fit with a Lorentzian function centered at
meV, with a half-width of 18 meV; the ratioG/E0518/40
50.45 is in better agreement with Eq.~4! than our result.
However, this fit was obtained for a more limited range
energy transfer; the maximum energy transfer was 50 m
in that experiment compared to 65 meV in the present ca
It would be worthwhile to repeat the time-of-flight study o
polycrystals to higher-energy transfer to obtain a better
termination of the line shape. In that study, the scattering
the high-temperature state was interpreted as arising fro
pair of crystal-field levels; but since the linewidth of th
scattering is as large as the excitation energy~'2 meV! we
have chosen to treat it as a single broadened excitation
Kondo type.

The relationship of our results to the static susceptibi
is also in good agreement with the theory of a Kond
Anderson impurity. The susceptibility predicted for a mixe
valent compound, using the Anderson model in the sa
approximation14 as that leading to Fig. 4~b! and Eq.~4!, sat-
isfiesx(0)5nfC/TK , whereC is the Curie constant~for J
5 7

2 Yb, C52.58 emu K/mol!. Given the peak positionE0
2

540.2meV, then Eq.~4! givesTK5405 K. Fornf50.8, the
predicted susceptibility isx~0!50.0051 emu/mol. For the
data of Fig. 1~after correction for a very small ‘‘Curie tail’’!
the measured value isx~0!50.0056 emu/mol. Similarly, for
the high-temperature state,E0

152.3 meV, then KMH
theory14 for the casenf51 givesTK525 K; comparison4 of
the dc susceptibility data to the prediction of theJ5 7

2

Kondo model givesTK520 K. Given the uncertainties in ou
data, this is excellent agreement.
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